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FOREWORD 

The Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and Monuments was 
established by the Historic Sites Act of 1935. The law specified that an 11 person board, 
including "representatives competent in the fields of history, archeology, architecture, 
and human geography," would serve without fixed terms at the pleasure of the Secretary 
of the Interior and would "recommend policies to the Secretary: ' .. pertaining to nation
al parks ... and general administration of historic and archaeologic sites, buildings and 
properties." 

Since its establishment, the National Park System Advisory Board has experienced 
a checkered past. When assessing the Board's history one point stands out--the Board 
generally reflects the views of the Secretary it serves and times in which the Board 
operates. For example, in the 1930s, the willingness of the Secretary of the Interior 
to expand the number of national parks helped make the Board a strong and active ad
vocate for expansion of the National Park System. By contrast, in the 1970s and 80s, 
with little enthusiasm emanating from the Secretary's office for expansion of the Na
tional Park System, the Board focused attention on internal policy issues of concern 
to the Secretary and on recommending National Historic Landmarks for Secretarial desig
nation. 

But like any advisory group where authority is strictly limited to persuasion and 
prestige, the influence and effectiveness of the Advisory Board has been largely depend
ent on the caliber of its membership and the support the Board receives from the 
Secretary of the Interior. Few would disagree that since the mid- l 970s the Board has 
lost much of the luster it once enjoyed. To some, the Board's "golden age," when it made 
a significant difference in the shaping of the National Park System and Service, has 
passed. In recent years there indeed have been fewer "big name" appointments. But part 
of the demise of the influence of the Board can also be traced to the expansion of other 
modes of public involvement. Unlike the 1930s, when the Advisory Board functioned as 
virtually the only avenue for public involvement on behalf of the national parks, today 
there are many other mechanisms for public involvement in park planning, management 
and decision making. The National Park System Advisory Board is now merely one of 
many vehicles for the public to voice concern or support for the National Park System. 
Yet, the Board still holds a unique role, as it remains the only officially sanctioned 
citizen advisory board which takes a "national perspective" on matters concerning the 
National Park System. 

On January 1, 1989, the Congressional authorization for the Advisory Board expired. 
Since that time, the Secretary of the Interior has granted several administrative exten
sions to keep the Board functioning. On June 7, 1989 Congressman Bruce Vento, Chair
man of the House of Representatives Subcommittee on National Parks and Public Lands, 
introduced H.R. 2582 legislation which would extend the life of the Board for an addi
tional five years. In anticipation of Congressional hearings on Congressman Vento's bill, 
National Parks and Conservation Association obtained funding to conduct a sym
posium on the Advisory Board's past and future. 
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On October 20, 1989, more than thirty participants assembled in a conference room 
at the American Institute of Architects headquarters and engaged in a full day of dis
cussion focusing on the National Park System Advisory Board. Participants were asked 
to objectively assess its strengths and weaknesses and express viewpoints on future direc
tions for the Advisory Board. In attendance were past members of the Advisory Board, 
present members of the Board, several past National Park Service Directors as well as 
the present one, Director James Ridenour. Also present were academicians, repre
sentatives from the conservation and historic preservation community, interested private 
citizens as well as representatives of the Secretary of the Interior and congressional sub
committees. 

The views expressed by the participants reflected a variety of perspectives. Some felt 
the Advisory Board functioned adequately, others were adamant in their view that 
the Board needs to be reinvigorated and a few gave thoughtful consideration to its 
abolishment. While the objectives of the symposium did not include reaching a consen
sus or preparing recommendations, when reading the symposium proceedings one cannot 
help but note some general conclusions about the Board's future that a majority of 
the symposium participants felt warranted attention. 

During the first session, "A System or Service Board?" panelists Robert Utley (former 
Chief Historian of the National Park Service), Maryanne Bach (Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks) and Jerry Rogers (National Park Service As
sociate Director for Cultural Resources), focused their comments on the mission of 
the Advisory Board. In the discussion that followed, most participants felt the Board 
should focus on "broad policy issues" and offer informed and independent counsel to the 
Secretary of the Interior on issues relating to the National Park System and on Nation
al Landmarks. Most also felt the Board should conduct a selective review of new area 
proposals. 

During the second session, "The Federal Advisory Committee Act (F ACA)," Mort 
Rosenberg of the Congressional Research Service lectured on aspects of the FACA legis
lation as it applied to the National Park System Advisory Board, particularly with regard 
to the Board's charter. While in the past the Interior Department Solicitor has raised con
cern over the use of outside experts and advisory subcommittees not entirely com
posed of Board members, in Mr. Rosenberg's opinion, the Board could make use of such 
advisors, provided the full Board "seriously deliberated on proposals" before acting. 

The third session, "Membership and Selection Procedures," addressed the question of 
the ideal size of the Board, membership qualifications and nomination procedures. 
Panelists Laura Beaty (representing the Mid-Atlantic Council), Kathy Shea-Abrams (a 
former Advisory Board member) and Eugene Hester (National Park Service Associate 
Director for Natural Resources) presented their views on each of these issues. During 
the ensuing discussion, participants expressed opinions that the Advisory Board should 
not strictly serve as a technical review board composed exclusively of academicians with 
expertise in a particular field. Participants stated there is a legitimate role on the Board 
for citizen members and for appointees with expertise in the realm of politics. Most im
portantly, participants believed there was a necessity for more balanced representation 
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of professionally qualified individuals from specific subject matter disciplines (i.e. ar
cheology, history etc.) 

Out of this third session emerged the primary "recommendation" that virtually all of 
the participants wished to communicate to Congress and the Secretary of the Interior: 
reestablish the System Board's Advisory Council which in the past effectively served as 
the "memory and conscience" of the Advisory Board. (The Council was abolished by In
terior Secretary William Clark on January 25, 1985, and has yet been resurrected by any 
subsequent Interior Secretary.) 

A spirited debate between Robert Burley (Chairman of the Advisory Board's History 
Committee) and Daniel Jordan (past Chairman of the National Park System Advisory 
Board) facilitated discussion for the fourth session, "The Board and the National Historic 
Landmark Program." The discussion focused on the central issue concerning the Advisory 
Board's future--is it a technical review body or a policy recommendation body? 

Participants were not in agreement as to whether or not the Advisory Board 
should continue a review of all pending nominations for National Historic Landmark 
designation. While some participants felt the Board should continue to review all the Na
tional Historic Landmark nominations, others suggested the Board selectively review, not 
just the National Historic Landmarks, but the National Natural Landmarks as well. And 
still others believed the Board should discontinue reviewing Landmark nominations en
tirely. However, participants were in agreement in identifying the central issue confront
ing the Board with regard to the Landmark program--the Board has been reluctant to 
make a clear distinction between a finding of "historical significance" (as required by 
statute) and owner/management concerns and interests that arise both before and 
after a property is designated a Landmark. As one participant stated, "If the Advisory 
Board is going to continue to have a role in this process, it must be done in a way that 
respects the professional recommendations and the application of objective criteria 
without introducing the use or ownership issues." 

The final session addressed a variety of topics including a discussion of whether 
or not it would be advisable to have the Board develop a stronger formalized relation
ship with Congress; there was also a discussion on staffing needs for the Board. While 
most participants felt the Advisory Board "could not serve two masters" and should con
tinue to exclusively serve the needs of the Secretary of the Interior, a suggestion that 
the Board produce an annual report to Congress was discussed. Regarding the issue of 
staffing, most of the participants did not see a need for an independent research 
staff for the Advisory Board, but virtually all believed that a full time NPS employee 
(rather than a half time employee) should be made available to coordinate Board ac
tivities between the NPS and the Secretary's office. At the conclusion of the symposium, 
participants expressed support for the important function that the Advisory Board has 
historically filled. They supported its reauthorization . 

. Funding for this symposium and proceedings was made possible by grants from 
the National Park and Conservation Association, The Mid-Atlantic Council, the 
Arizona/New Mexico Parks and Conservation Council and from the National Trust 
for Historic Preservation (the Trust's grant was made possible by a generous donation 
from Peat Marwick Main and Company, a national accounting firm). I would personal-
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ly also like to give special thanks to David Jervis, Assistant Chief of the Office of Policy 
for the National Park Service, for his assistance in organizing the symposium, to NPCA's 
own Connie Stewart-Smith for transcribing all too often inaudible audio tapes and to · 
Dave Simon, NPCA's Natural Resources Coordinator for all his help in video-taping the 
symposium and for his invaluable assistance in formatting these proceedings for publi
cation. 
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Washington D.C. 
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Mr. Paul Pritchard, President of National Parks and Conservation Association (NPCA) 
called the meeting to order, thanking everyone for their participation. Mr. Pritchard 
stated that the purpose of this meeting was to provide a forum for participants to reflect 
on how best to utilize the energy, intelligence, the commitment of the National Park 
System Advisory Board for the benefit of the National Park System. The symposium 
would also seek to assess the Board's role in the coming decades. 

Mr. Pritchard thanked the Mid-Atlantic Council, the Arizona/New Mexico Parks and 
Conservation Council and the National Trust for Historic Preservation, NPCA's partners 
in the development and planning of the symposium. Mr. Pritchard then thanked everyone 
in attendance for coming together to participate in this meeting. 

Mr. Pritchard stated that NPCA is interested in hearing the participant's views on the 
role and responsibility of the Advisory Board. These views would be of great interest, 
particularly as NPCA prepares its testimony in response to Congressman Bruce 
Vento's legislation seeking to reauthorize the Advisory Board. NPCA seeks to formulate 
an organizational position based upon the input of the very talented group assembled 
here. 

The agenda for the symposium is not designed to influence or necessarily bring about 
consensus, but hopefully will be an information tools as NPCA and others present move 
forward preparing their respective testimony. 

Mr. Pritchard then turned the meeting over to Mr. Bruce Craig, Cultural Resources 
Coordinator for the National Parks and Conservation Association. 

Mr. Craig stated that the overall objectives of this meeting were to: (1) discuss the past 
and present of the National Park System Advisory Board; (2) to recommend revisions to 
the Board's charter and to its authorizing legislation; (3) to critically assess the future of 
the Board. Mr. Craig then briefly reviewed the proposed agenda. 

Mr. Craig asked participants to give their name and organizational affiliation and also 
asked each to identify the key issue relating to the Advisory Board that each individual 
believed should be addressed during the symposium. 
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The Participants: 

Doug Wheeler, Executive Vke President. The Conservation Foundation. What can the 
Advisory Board do to help strengthen the national park system? 

Clay Peters, National Celebration of the Outdoors. What is the importance of having "ex
perts" and prestigious people as members of the Advisory Board? 

Bob Burlev. Architect from Vermont and current member of the Advisory Board. 
This participant expressed an interest in hearing the various opinions of the group. 

Chuck Meacham, National Resource Consultant, Anchorage. Alaska and current Chair
man of the Board. How can the Board be a benefit to the National Park System? Should 
the Board be renewed or continued? 

Maryanne Bach, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. How can 
the Board in the future, compliment the management policy and statutory responsibilities 
of the National Park Service acting through the Director and the Secretary? 

Kathy Shea-Abrams, Director, Joint Center for Environmental and Urban Problems. 
Florida International University Miami, Florida, and former Advisory Board member. 
How can the Advisory Board be constructed so that it will be of maximum benefit to 
the national parks? 

James Ridenour. Director of the National Park Service. How should the Board be struc
tured, in terms of committee structure in order to be of maximum benefit? 

Robert Cahn, Environmental Writer. Should the Council be reestablished as a means 
of giving continuity and stability to the Board? 

Eric Hertfelder. Executive Director of the National Conference of State Historic Preser
vation Officers. What is the mission of the Board? There is a need to restate and clarify 
the desired mission and goals of the Board. With such a clear mission statement, all 
of the other issues will !;>,e resolved. 

Stephen Dennis, Director National Center for Preservation Law. Membership criteria and 
selecting procedures as a way of ensuring that the Board is well informed and qualified 
to give advice are both issues deserving consideration. 

Daniel P. Jordan, Executive Director of Monticello and former Chairman of the Nation
al Park System Advisory Board. What is administratively and psychologically necessary 
to gain access to the right people in political authority and control? 

John Fowler, Deputy Executive Director and General Council for the Advisory Council 
for Historic Preservation. The issue of the consequences of the National Historic 
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Landmark designation process and what is the Boards relationship to the National Natural 
Landmarks program are both issues that should be addressed. 

Earl Harmon, Harmon Travel Service and current Advisory Board member. The speaker 
stated that it could not be said that he did not have a biased attitude relative to the 
selection process of board members. He recognized the necessity of having people 
with good background and also knowledgeable about the subjects surrounding the Board, 
but the speaker did not think one should overlook the fact that there are qualified people 
in the private sector that have not had a lot to do with parks, before; that they bring 
some attitudes to it that are very necessary for carrying out the mission of the Board. 

Dr. Al Green, George Wright Society. The participant raised the qualifications issue for 
individuals who sit on the Board. 

Jerry Rogers. Associate Director for Cultural Resources, National Park Service. Has the 
purpose of the Board moved to a plane so high and so broad that it could not reasonab
ly be expected to provide adequate peer review for the many official review func
tions and disciplines currently represented in the National Park Service? Should the Na
tional Park Service rather than the Board provide the mechanism for peer review? 

Dave Jervis, NPS Staff to the Advisory Board. The number and types of technical areas 
and issues addressed by the Board at its meetings should be an issue worthy of atten
tion. 

Russell Dickenson. former Director of the National Park Service, and former Ad
visory Board member, There is a need to clearly establish the purpose of the Ad
visory Board and to define as nearly as possible, the contributions, the values that 
can flow from the Board primarily to the National Park Service and secondarily the 
Department. 

Robert Utley, Self-Employed Historian. My interest is in restoring the former credibility 
of the Advisory Board. 

Laura Beaty, representative of the Mid-Atlantic Council. The major concern is the 
qualifications in terms of greater knowledge of and commitment to the Park System for 
nomination to the Advisory Board. 

Tom Williams, Staff Director. Senate Energy Committee. Obviously, my interest rests 
with the mission of the Board in relation to Congress. 

Edwin Bearss, Chief Historian, National Park Service. The National Historic 
Landmark program is of interest to me. 

Loretta Neumann, Society for American Archeology. If the Board is to exist, it 
should have some independent thinking and be an independent voice and not just func
tion as a rubber stamp for the National Park Service. 

Robin Winks, Professor of History at Yale University, and former Chairman of the Ad
visory Board. The major issues before us is the manner in which the Advisory Board 
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provides advice and the nature of membership of the Board with respect to National 
Park System problems. The Board doesn't really have problems that are independent 
of Park System problems. Of particular interest is the growing need to understand the 
very delicate balance between the forces of commerce and conservation. Too often, dedi
cated conservationists in this country think the forces of commerce are inevitably the 
enemy, and the forces of commerce think that conservationists and environmentalists in
evitably do not take their needs into consideration. I think the Board can help find the 
sensitive balance between the two. 

Eugene Hester, Associate Director of Natural Resources, National Park Service. The key 
question has already been raised before, what is the primary purpose of the Advisory 
Board? 

Ben Levy, Senior Historian, Division of History, National Park Service. I am concerned 
with the role of the NPS Advisory Board in providing adequate full peer review for Na
tional Historic Landmark nominations. I know that this is a fairly narrow range issue, 
but nevertheless, the role of the Board in that area is going to prove vital to the future 
of that particular program. I think it essential to direct our attention as to what that 
relation is and what it's going to be. 

Hugh Miller, Director Department of Hjstoric Resources, Commonwealth of Virginia. 
I have particular interest to the Landmarks program as it relates the states and their 
management of these resources and particularly my long-term interest in the national 
parks program and how we in the states may participate in preserving these lands. 

Steve Whitney, Director, National Parks Program, The Wilderness Society. My key inter
est is to learn a little more about the Board and and to see if there isn't some way that 
the Board might be reconfigured to serve as a more effective advocate for the interests 
of my two young children. By that I mean, can the Board play a larger role to en
sure that the integrity of the national parks in the national park system is maintained 
for many, many more generations_? The advocacy nature of the Board is what I am in
terested in. If there is such a characteristic to the Board, I want to learn more about it, 
and if that characteristic of the Board needs strengthening, then I am interested. 

(Also participating later in the symposium were: Ian Spatz, Director. Center for Preser
vation Policy Studies, National Trust for Historic Preservation, Dr. Page Putnam Miller, 
Director, National Coo~inating Committee for the Promotion of History and Nellie 
Longsworth, President, Preservation Action.) Mr. Craig deduced that there seemed to be 
the most interest in three issues: membership selection/qualifications, the mission of the 
Board and also the Board's role in the National Landmarks program. All of these issues 
will be addressed in the sessions to follow. 
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SESSION #1 A "SYSTEM" OR "SERVICE" BOARD? 

Mr. Craig introduced the panelists for the first session. This panel will focus on the 
question as to whether the Board is a "park system" or "park service" advisory board? 
What is the role of the Board in broad policy formulation and exactly what is the mis
sion of the Advisory Board? 

Members of the first panel were introduced: Robert Utley, Maryanne Bach and Jerry 
Rogers. Mr. Utley made the first presentation. 

Robert Utley: First, I think there is a tendency to loose sight of the origins of the Ad
visory Board. The Advisory Board was authorized in the Historic Sites Act back in 1935. 
Its specific charge had its roots in the new National Historic Preservation Program 
that the Congress established in that Act. The Secretary of Interior was charged to carry 
out this program through the National Park Service. That national policy on historic 
preservation, which incidentally has been subsequently modified in many ways, brought 
to focus those places of national historical significance that are of importance to the en
tire nation. 

It is important to remember that the Advisory Board is an outgrowth of the historic 
preservation movement. National significance of particular properties, with the revival 
historic site surveys in the late I 950's, subsequently came to be expressed through the 
designation of National Historic Landmarks. That finding of national significance was 
later extended into the natural areas with the creation of the National Natural Landmark 
program. 

Landmark designation is not merely an academic exercise as historically, from the begin
ning, designation has been the first hurdle toward the inclusion of any proposed new 
area for the National Park System. In those early days, Congress first looked to the Ad
visory Board to see if, in their opinion, a proposed area was "nationally significant." 

In practice, over the years, the original mission of the Advisory Board has expanded, 
thereby providing the Secretary of Interior advice on broad policy matters, both in rela
tion to the national parks and to historical areas in general. The role of the Advisory 
Board could not have been broader because as it concerned itself with everything having 
to do with national parks, national historic sites, and increasingly the whole broad policy 
issues relating to national historic preservation program. 

The second part of this discussion has to do with the issue of credibility. In my time, 
the Advisory had plenty of credibility with the outside professional disciplines with 
which it dealt; these disciplines were represented on the Board. The Board had credibility 
with the administration and equally important, with Congress. The quality of the ap
pointments was generally good to excellent in terms of competence in professional ex
pertise, and, competence in terms of political savvy. This marriage is crucial. Each mem
ber must be competent in a profession or must possess political competence or else mem
bers of the Board will have no influence. 
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Also crucial was the role of the Council---those members whose terms had expired, but 
were individuals who still had an interest in the Board, many of whom also had some 
excellent political connections. The principal value of that Council was to provide con
tinuity and give professional advice, but also to bring to the Board expert advice "under 
the table." (On one occasion, Council members took a new "political appointee Board 
member" out to lunch. This appointee did not appear professionally qualified. We all said, 
"we know why you were appointed, you know why you were appointed and you 
know you are not qualified to sit on the Board, but you must do nothing to diminish 
the standing of this Board.") This is not to say that political appointees don't make good 
Board members. Quite to the contrary, political appointees often become fine appointees. 
Hence, there is the need to try to combine professional competence with political in
fluence. 

In my time, the Advisory Board played an invaluable role in promoting (within the Ad
ministration and with the Congress) desirable proposed additions to the National Park 
System. More important, the Board played an important role in derailing undesirable 
proposed additions to the park system. 

By the l 970's the Advisory Board was g1vmg advise to the Secretary of Interior on a 
variety of issues relating to the National Park System and the national historic preserva
tion program. Then, in the mid-70's, it began focusing on just national park issues and 
lost some of its independence as it began to play a lesser advisory role in the nation
al historic preservation program. I believe the Board ought to be raised to the Secretarial 
level and should concern itself with the National Park Service in its entirety (includ
ing the national historic preservation program) and not National Park Service operations. 
It should have a very broad role in addressing itself to policy, to landmarks, and to those 
proposed new areas in which political help is needed. In essence, the charge of the Board 
today should be what it originally was in 1935. 

Maryanne Bach: When Secretary Lujan first came to the Department, there were several 
issues and concerns that came to our attention with regard to the role of the Board, its 
activities and relationship with the Secretary. The issue of who should serve on the Board 
and what background those people ought to have was a concern both within the Park 
Service and in the Secretary's off ice. 

Let me address each issue raised separately. First, should the Board advise on matters 
relating to the Park System and/or the Park Service? I would say there are many issues 
to be raised in the context of the park system that need to also be considered in the 
context of other land management agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management and 
the Fish and Wildlife Service, and even the Forest Service. 

It is useful to have an Advisory Board that can take up discussions of issues relating to 
National Park Service policy and the role of such broad policy to still broader areas 
of conservation. I would suggest that the question is how can the Board play a role 
in policy and how can the Board facilitate discussions of new area proposals? What 
we are talking about is the identification of what is nationally significant? I would sug
gest what is nationally significant for the National Park System has grown far more 
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broader than just historic preservation issues. It is that "national focus" that is important 
for the Board to provide. And, that role should be strictly advisory; the Board should 
not interfere with the management prerogatives of the Director or the Secretary. 

Next, the issue of how can the Board be a help or a hindrance to the administration of 
the National Park System? I would say by observation it has been a tremendous assis
tance. I think that the examples brought up during the course of the day, will serve 
as examples to prove that. There certainly are times with philosophical discussions are 
best put before an advisory committee. In such a forum, issues can be debated and 
generate broad, open and frank discussion. There is an opportunity to challenge manage
ment actions, to question fiscal priorities and to have open discussion about ongoing 
programs. 

As to the question of what should be the charge of the Advisory Board? Again, I think 
it ought to be broad and flexible. In terms of what the Secretary has asked this 
Board, there are a few issues I would like to mention. 

There are certain areas in the National Park System that the Secretary would like the 
Board to pursue. One is the role of education in the System. The Secretary has asked 
this particular Board to look to the education of the public and individual employees of 
the Park Service. There are many employees in the Service and we should see if 
there are opportunities to educate them. With respect to the general public, there are 
outdoor education opportunities that should be explored. The Board should look to 
see how the public can be better educated with regard to science, to decision making in 
the parks and the role of natural science and history. 

Second, the role of volunteerism. We need to identify how and in what form could 
volunteerism be expanded. 

Third, the issue of urban parks. What opportunities exist in high population urban areas. 
What services can be provided to better meet their needs? 

Another issue is the military base closures. The National Park Service will probably soon 
have the responsibility of administering the Precidio in San Francisco. The Board should 
look at this acquisition in terms of how best to use it. 

A fifth issue relates to the "partnership parks" initiative. With many communities want
ing parks, there are areas where the National Park Service's planning and technical as
sistance can be helpful to state, local and private sector areas. The Board should explore 
this issue as well. 

Finally, what should be the legitimate role of the Service in tourism? I see that my time 
is just about over so I will stop there. 

Jerry Rogers: I would like to give a little more historical background on the Board and 
build on what Bob has said. In 1935, the Historic Sites Act stated that the Board was to 
consist of not more than 11 persons, "to include representatives competent in the 
fields of history, archeology, architecture and human geography" serving without 
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fixed terms at the pleasure of the Secretary. They were to advise on matters sub
mitted by the Secretary for their consideration, "pertaining to national parks and to the 
restoration, reconstruction, conservation, and general administration of historic and ar
chaeological sites, buildings and properties." In later years, the Board legislation was 
modified to provide for specific, fixed terms (4 years) and the Board was empowered to 
take up matters of its own choosing. 

It still could have up to 11 members "to include but not be limited to representatives 
competent in the fields of history, archaeology, architecture and natural science." The 
Secretary was directed to consider nominations from professional, civic and education
al institutions and societies. The Council, which was established early on, consisted of 
former members who could no longer vote, but could still attend and participate at meet
ings. Some of the most influential members remained active on the Council for many 
years, adding knowledge and continuity to the Board's deliberations, but the Council was 
then abolished by Secretary William P. Clark in 1985. All of these steps resulted in a 
reduction of the Board's ability to provide professional peer review. It takes more 
than one expert to provide for peer review. 

Like any advisory group, the Board's power is limited to the power of persuasion. Thus, 
the effectiveness of the Board has depended heavily upon the caliber of its membership. 
The early appointees were the foremost experts in their fields. Individuals like Her
bert E. Bolton of the University of California, a man considered among the leading his
torians of his time; Waldo G. Leland who organized the American Council of Learned 
Societies; Fisk Kimball of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, one of the preeminent ar
chitectural historians of the day. 

Many later appointees were equally renowned in their fields. Among them were 
anthropologists Emil Haury, Loren Eiseley and Fred Wendorf, historians Bernard De 
Voto, Wallace Stegner and Robin Winks and scientists Starker Leopold and Stanley Cain. 
Some lay Board members also had national reputations but in other areas: publisher 
Alfred A. Knopf, former NPS Director Horace Albright, John Oakes editorial page 
editor of the New York Times, Melville Grosvenor and Melvin Payne, presidents of the 
National Geographic Society; astronaut Wally Schirra and Lady Bird Johnson (after 
she left the White House). Five former members of Congress who had been active in 
park affairs as senators and representatives also served. 

If we look at the academic credentials of Board members, we see th~ recent trend 
has been diminishment of these qualifications in favor of appointments from the general 
public. The Board began to lose some of its preeminence during the Carter administra
tion and this trend was carried forward throughout the Reagan administration. 

Since the mid-1970s the Board has lost much of the luster it once enjoyed. Several fac
tors may be identified as contributing to it's diminution. It received fewer "big name" 
appointments both from within and outside the professional disciplines, so that its 
recommendations were less influential. The 1976 amendment that enabled the Board 
to consider matters not brought to its attention by the Secretary may have contributed 
to this tendency by making the Secretary more careful in making appointments. During 
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this time the appointment of members from recommendations made by major institu
tions was largely forgotten. 

The Carter administration clearly did not want to be like previous administrations and 
the Board appointees reflected that desire. When President Reagan came in, his ad
ministration opposed expansion of the park system, thus review of proposed new 
areas virtually ceased. The NPS also became less inclined to seek the Board's advice 
on matters of policy. 

Another likely reason for the Board's gradual demise was the emergence of other avenues 
for public involvement. The creation of regional and park advisory boards and the new 
legal requirements imposed by environmental and historic preservation law resulted in 
greater public participation. The Advisory Board was no longer "the" source for 
public involvement but merely one among many. 

I think the history of the Board reflects the views of the Secretaries and their times. In 
the l 930's the willingness of the Secretary to expand the park system and again in 
the 50's and 60's, all contributed to making the Board an active advocate for expansion 
of the park system. Recently, it has grown with the expertise of new fields that 
recent Secretaries find important, tourism for example and there have been benefits from 
these developments. 

Perhaps Ed Bearss and I were mistaken to hope that the Board could be "the" group 
to provide peer review of NHL nominations. The issues and subjects that the Board 
could address is almost limitless, but peer review requires high concentration of specific 
expertise. 

Participant Reactions: 

Beaty: With regard to the NHL nominations there is a need for some involvement by 
the Board in actually visiting the sites before passing judgement. 

Ridenour: I want to bring a point up that Bob mentioned. One of the problems we 
are facing now is that statement that you made in which you indicated that things 
had a progression in which once an area gains landmark status it can then be considered 
for national park status. That has gotten us into a barrel full of trouble in Maine, be
cause Chuck Cushman and his organization is pointing out to people, "look, if you 
are willing to accept landmark status, the next step is that the government will next be 
taking your land away from you". Because of this perceived progression he is using that 
language to beat us over the head. 

Utley: If I may comment on peer review. The problem of peer review was recognized 
very early in the revised historic site survey of the mission in the 60's and late '50's. 
This site-by-site consideration of national significance there was created a Consulting 
Committee to the national survey made up entirely of distinguished professional in 
various disciplines; these were people who were not necessarily well connected political
ly. So the Consulting Committee screened all the studies required by the Park Service 
and made its recommendations to the Secretary's Advisory Board. The Consulting Com-
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mittee was eliminated sometime in the late 1970s. So that has created the problem 
that Jerry alludes to of adequate peer review on the Advisory Board level. I think if 
there is any restructuring of the Advisory Board, that idea ought to be revived. 

Dickenson: There is in existence now, a group of consultants who are carrying out 
the principles you just mentioned. 

Levy: We have a committee of the Advisory Board consisting of four members of the 
Advisory Board; they are advised by experts brought in to enhance deliberations in 
specific areas. We do not have a consultant committee in the traditional sense of an ad
visory body to the National Historic Landmarks Survey. 

Cahn: I would like to commend Maryanne's comments about the Secretary and his goals. 
This brings up two comments that I would like to make. The first is, there a need 
for expertise. It may be in the Advisory Board's best interest itself to have access to 
consultants. There should also be better follow-up on the opinions presented to the 
Secretary in terms of what's being done with their recommendations. 

Harmon: I think this should be brought to the attention of the sub-committees. 

Burley: I like to note that in relationship to Bob and Jerry's comments that in addi
tion to the four members of the Landmarks Committee, we also bring in---through the 
Park Service---as many as six or eight other technical experts in the particular fields 
that are being considered for that set of nominations, so that we feel we have not only 
our own technical opinions on it, but we p.ave outsiders as well. We do spend a 
whole day in that session and we do debate each of the potential designations. It is a 
very rewarding and worthwhile process. 

Peters: I just want to pick up on comments that Bob Utley said. Bob, I have long been 
admirer of yours and it's reinforced by what you said today, because I thought that you 
were so on target with some of the issues you identified and what you said about them. 

From the more technical standpoint, I was very involved in the 1976 amendments; 
the driving force that brought that into place was the concern about the perception 
of the deteriorating stature and clout of the Advisory Board and we very much tried to 
strengthen it. It was broadened by name on purpose because of the recognition of his
toric preservation and major things affecting the entire net of the park system that ought 
to be recognized in terms of an advisory board on the national parks and park systems. 
And that was why the element of national scientists was brought in. It was not intended 
to diminish anything that had ever been done in historic preservation. 

Also in terms of the statute of the Board; that was addressed from the standpoint of 
reducing the term from six years to four for the purpose of getting a revolving ef
fort and getting a lot more people involved. The item raised of not just reacting to the 
Secretary's issues---the purpose was to bring some independence into it for the Board 
on its own in bringing in a lot of its own issues for the purpose of making it a little 
more free-standing and independent. 
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H. Miller: I would like to follow-up on Director Ridenour's point about the national 
landmarks and "takings." Clearly, national designation has an effect on local or state 
designations. I think it is essential that we recognize this problem of Cushman and others 
that see any kind of designation as a "taking." The listing of a place where something 
special occurred (or the cause of natural landmarks where some special phenomenon ex
ists) is a recognition that this is a place that needs some kind of management. Designa
tion of landmark quality, should be of importance to the owner, to the public and elected 
official at local levels where planning and zoning occurs. This is important to balance 
public and private interests and benefits. 

I think it is important to recognize that the landmarks, by in large, are in private owner
ship. Designation of landmarks should clearly define the "what, where and why" of sig
nificance so that planners at all levels as well as owners can understand what they have. 
It is of real concern to me that as soon as people hear there is going to be a survey of 
battlefield sites in a specific area, people are sure ·.ve are trying to take property. Not 
true! Designation is purely defining the resource. \Ve need to separate the process of 
designation and significance from how such properties are managed or protected. 

Bach: The interest of the private land-owner is coming into jeopardy; the system should 
be encouraging the private landowners that want to seek or keep the landmarks 
status. There is the concern that after landmark designation, the next stepping stone 
is becoming a unit of the National Park System. I think that somewhere the balance be
tween wanting the private/public to participate, and that person being assured that they 
can participate and contribute and not lose anything by it is somehow being jeopard
ized. I think it's in part, a misunderstanding on by both parties as to how the 
program has been explained and how it's being implemented across the country. 

Williams: With respect to advice on new areas, I don't know how that process works. 
What is the role of the Advisory Board in terms of advice on new areas? Is that infor
mation is transmitted to Congress; if it is, how is it done? If it is not, should it be? 

Beaty: In 1971, at the time when Senator Bible was chair of the Senate subcommit
tee, he automatically forwarded new area proposals to the Board and he would not hold 
hearings until he heard back from them on the proposal. 

Bach: That can't be the way it is done today. There are too many proposals. The Board 
would be overwhelmed with hundreds of pieces of legislation. 

Jervis: My experience has been that the NPS has not advanced new area proposals to the 
Board recently. 

Williams: Currently the Board doesn't review any new area proposals? 

Craig: Has the Board always reviewed every proposed new national park? 

Dickenson: No, it has always been selective. Not every piece of legislation was reviewed. 
Usually only those referred to it by the Director of the NPS. In the late 1960's and early 
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1970s the Director used the Board as a buffer when a large number of proposed 
urban parks were advanced for park designation. 

Neumann: You should keep in mind however, that several Directors have used the Board 
to further their own agenda. When the Board is presented only with negative informa
tion about a proposed new park area by the NPS itself, you can't help but expect a nega
tive recommendation. 

Williams: Having been involved with the Senate for 17 years, probably the most valu
able contribution that the Board could do is to develop some sort of objective criteria 
filter or standard to evaluate new areas, because we simply have none. If you get 51 
votes in the Senate and a majority in the House, the area is deemed "nationally sig
nificant." As the number of new park proposals continues to increase, we really have 
a need for ~ome filter. 

Winks: Obviously the Advisory Board is a filter, one of many. Even in the so-called 
"golden age" of the Advisory Board, it reviewed proposals selectively. The Board only 
advises the Secretary. It is not set up to advise Congress. There are many other filters
- -political clout, for example. 

It seems there are two matters of importance here. First, Board members must have a 
knowledge and feeling for the "system." The Board should consist of people willing to 
get out in the field at their own expense to make their own judgements and not always 
take the NPS recommendation. There is also a problem of education. One of the func
tions of the Board is to travel widely and get a comparative sense of sites in order to 
make judgements. This is much more important than "professional" expertise. Making 
a correct or wrong decision has little to do with being a professional historian, for ex
ample; rather, it has to do with physically going over and walking the land itself. We 
should view the Board as an educational process first and as a political process second. 

Meacham: We do request from the NPS an update on some of these things. But you need 
to keep in mind that we are an advisory board to the Secretary, not Congress. I under
stand your frustrations Tom, but I wouldn't want to advise Congress unless our 
charter reflected that charge. 

Regarding landmarks, I don't want to vote on one thinking that it will necessarily be
come a unit of the National Park System. The landmark system is not the National Park 
System. 

Dickenson: One brief observation. I've seen times when the Board got involved in opera
tional minutiae of the Service. I think in addition to the role of selectively reviewing 
proposed new park areas, another role and function of the Board lays in management 
policy (as distinguished from operations). For example, the Boards review of the Leopold 
report which had long term ramifications is the benchmark of the type of issues the 
Board should address. 
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That report dealt with the broad issue of wildlife management precipitated by problems 
in Yellowstone and elsewhere by overpopulation of animals. It has many long term 
ramifications for the Service having to do with ecological management of the system. 

END OF SESSION 

SESSION II THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT 
' . 

Mr. Craig mentioned that there were a number of questions raised in the first session 
relating to the role of the Advisory Board and the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 
legislation which sets certain limitations, rights and responsibilities for any Federal Ad
visory Board. In the legislation currently drafted by Congressman Bruce Vento relat
ing to the future of the National Park System Advisory Board, Vento calls for the Ad
visory Board to be exempted from certain provisions of that Federal Advisory Commit
tee Act. 

Mr. Craig then introduced Mort Rosenberg of the Congressional Research Service. 
The speaker recently prepared a study on the role and function of commissions and ad
visory boards to Congress. 

Mort Rosenberg: The speaker stated that the Federal Advisory Board Committee Act 
(F ACA) cannot be viewed in isolation. It must be looked at in terms of its relationship 
with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the Sunshine Act, and the Privacy Act. 
Together, these four a~· ts represents the four pillars of Congress's commitment to fair
ness, openness and accountability of agency decision-making in the Federal government. 
Nearly all were passed and substantially revised in the I 970's (the exception being the 
Freedom of Information Act). 

Passage of these four acts stem largely from revelations associated with the Watergate 
scandal. In looking at them together and after understanding the "flavor" of the legisla
tion, one must note that there is a history in the background of these bills. 

The FOIA opened up agency activities to greater public scrutiny. The Privacy Act 
opened agencies personnel data collection to the subjects of that data and allows for the 
correction and dissemination of that data. The Sunshine Act which was passed in 
1976, opened up the deliberative and decision-making process of multi-member agen
cies. 

And finally, FACA---this act was born out of a desire to assess the need for what was 
seen as proliferation of committees, councils and similar groups which had been estab
lished to advise officers and agencies of the executive branch of government. Many of 
these were seen as part of a wasteful expenditure of public funds for unproductive meet
ings; also some viewed these commissions as a vehicle for special interest group ac
cess to the decision-making processes. 
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The initial attempt to regulate the use of Advisory bodies can be traced back to 1950 
guidelines issued by the Justice Department. Congress attempted to codify those 
guidelines in 1957. That legislation failed to pass, but in 1962, President John F. Ken
nedy issued a directive which incorporated the bulk of those guidelines and directed 
agencies to adhere to them. 

In 1962, a follow-up Executive Order (Exec. Order 11007) was issued by President Ken
nedy. It governed the functioning of advisory agencies and served as an essential model 
for the F ACA legislation which did pass in 1972. The Act itself was followed by exten
sive Congressional hearings in 1970 and 1971. These hearings revealed that there were 
in excess of 3,200 Federal advisory committees which existed without substantial control 
over them. Congress decided there was a need to regulate this fifth arm of government. 

An early Board targeted by corrective legislation was an advisory body called the Ad
visory Council on Federal Reports (it had 16 affiliated committees) a body created to 
advise on the administration of the Federal Reports Act of 1942. This act was the 
predecessor to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 

The Paperwork Reduction Act came about as a result of objections by the business com
munity to the proliferation of forms and questionnaires that were being issued from a 
rapidly expanding number of agencies, particularly agencies that were gaining more 
power over the economy. The Bureau of the Budget (today's 0MB) eventually was given 
the authority to screen the questionnaires and forms that went to more than 10 
people outside of the government. Thus, the Advisory Council on Federal Reports 
was established to give the 0MB advice on what was, in their view, too much paper
work. But the committee was not representative of the business community. Under 
the Federal Reports Act of 1942 the 0MB advisory board was criticized of being total
ly representative of big business interests. F ACA was an attempt to address these con
cerns. 

The first responsibility established by FACA was that the head of each federal agen
cy using an advisory committee must supervise the committee's activities and assure that 
the committee assembles and maintains its reports and records. 

Secondly, the agency ,tpust file a charter for the committee which describes the func
tions and objectives of the committee and identifies the agency's official to whom the 
Committee reports. 

Thirdly, the statute provides that the agency must generally provide the public with 
timely notice of committee meetings and a designated federal official must attend 
each meeting; a complete and accurate record of matters discussed and conclusions 
reached must be maintained by the agency. However, a committee meeting may be closed 
to the public if the agency determines that matters discussed at the meeting fall within 
one of the ten exemptions that are found in the Government's Sunshine Act. 
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Fourth, FACA requires that the agency maintain a public reading room with copies 
of the record of the advisory committee. But the Act authorizes the agency to withhold 
any records that fall within the nine exemptions of the Freedom Information Act. 

Fifth, F ACA requires that the membership of the advisory committee must be fairly 
balanced in terms of the points of view of representatives and the functions of each. 

Finally, the Federal Advisory Committee Act provides that every advisory committee is 
terminated by the Act every two years and in order to continue an advisory committee, 
it must be specifically reauthorized and justified by the head of the agency to the 
general secretariat of the General Services Administration, the agency that is the over
all administering body of the Federal Government with respect to advisory commit
tees. Only statutory advisory bodies may have a longer life--i.e. the National Park Sys
tem Advisory Board which was authorized for a period of ten years. 

Interestingly, since 1972, there have been thousands of committees chartered. Today, 
there are 992 advisory committees composed of 19,000 members. Some 52 agencies have 
992 advisory committees of which 42% (268) are attached to two agencies---Health and 
Human Services and Interior which has 157 such committees. These boards have is
sued 695 reports on a variety of topics and have conducted over 3300 meetings. 

There has been little litigation over F ACA. Only one Supreme Court decision relating to 
the Department of Justice (Public Citizen vs. Department of Justice) is of note. The court 
found that FACA did not apply to a private advisory board and for our purposes, 
the case is of little relevance. 

Let me comment on a few items Bruce asked me to address. First, regarding your Na
tional Park System Advisory Board charter. It looks satisfactory to me. Not only do you 
have a four year term for appointees, but you have an added protection not found in 
the statute providing for their removal for cause only. I haven't seen that before, I 
wonder why it came to be and why. 

Your advice on subcommittees is sound. Subcommittees are convened solely to gather in
formation, conduct research, analyze relevant facts and issues or to draft proposed posi
tion papers with subsequent deliberation by the full board. Such subcommittees can
not directly advise the Secretary or the Director of the National Park Service. However, 
if the subcommittee does send a recommendation to the Board that will ultimately reach 
the Secretary or Director, the case law on the subject makes it prudent that the full 
board seriously consider or "deliberate on the proposal" before moving on it. You can
not have a rubber stamp process! It should be made very clear that a majority of the 
board must consider the recommendations and their underlying rationale; however, writ
ten recommendations can be circulated before hand. 

What constitutes a meeting? I think a pragmatic approach should be taken. When mem
bers meet themselves, and interact as a majority of either the full Board or subcommit
tee, this should be considered as a meeting. In addition, when receiving outside views 
and opinions, this must also be considered a meeting. 
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With regard to the notion of exempting the Advisory Board from certain prov1S1on of 
FACA, I have some concerns. Granted, if it were exempted, it could operate without 
the restrictions placed by FACA. For example, ethics requirements may not apply. 
But it is likely more special interest groups may gain special recognition by the agency, 
as each organization would compete for special access. You could lose the protection of 
the provision for a balanced membership, thus business interests or special interest 
groups could gain undue influence. 

Finally, the constitutional issues. About one month ago the Wall Street Journal printed 
an article dealing with questions of presidential power. A second article included a dis
cussion with President Bush and Attorney General Thornburgh. The President 
directed Thornburgh to protect the presidential prerogatives at all costs against the Con
gress. He told him that if any issues arose that would diminish the powers of the 
Presidency, they should be addressed and attacked by the Attorney General. This has 
been done. The report I wrote is in response to the Justice department views. 

There are four categories that Justice has attacked. First, direct reporting, where Con
gress directs that an agency make a current periodic report with respect to regulatory or 
budget proposals that go before 0MB and to the appropriate congressional commit
tees. The administration deems these to be unconstitutional. 

Second, where Congress directs that there be intra-branch litigation. That is where 
one agency sues a sister agency, that's now deemed unconstitutional. For example, EPA 
monitors and enforces all the environmental laws that are passed by Congress. Those en
vironmental laws are applicable to federal agencies; Justice claims EPA cannot sue a 
sister agency. 

Finally, appointments made to commissions with both the President and Congress making 
selections---these have been deemed unconstitutional by the Justice department. With 
regard to those types of boards, I find no constitutional problem. There are several cases 
that undermine the Attorney General's "unitary Executive theory." Mixed commissions 
that exercise regulatory authority are not unconstitutional. But you don't need any of 
these cases in terms of advisory boards because of the Buckley vs. Valeo case. For ex
ample, if you decided to change the charter of the National Park System Advisory Board 
to allow for congressional and executive department appointees, I would have no 
problem. 

Wheeler: Would it be possible that the Congress to require advice of the Advisory Board 
as well as have the Board provide advice to the Secretary? 

Rosenberg: I find no problem in that; Justice would, I don't. 

Wheeler: Do you see anything, of what you understand of the Advisory Board, which 
would preclude the inclusion on subcommittees of members who are not themselves 
members of the Advisory Board? And secondly, if that were the case would those ac
tivities be subject to the revisions underlined? 
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Rosenberg: No, I don't see a problem as long as there are members on that Board in at
tendance. I think advisors could be part of the process. They would be subject to 
the openness requirements and that is why I advise prudence that the recommenda
tions do go the full Board and that they be considered as elaborately as possible. A 
record must be made and the Board must be aware of recommendations that come from 
a subcommittee that has outsiders on it. 

Jervis: We have a contrary opinion on that. 

Rosenberg: I've looked at the two cases cited by Justice, and as a lawyer, I advise 
prudence to dictate what constitutes "full board deliberation." 

Jervis: A Design Review Board (largely comprised of non-Board members) was suggested 
for the Advisory Board, but was not established because the intent was to give advice 
directly to the Service. Also a similar case arose in the area of an archeology review 
board. You may want to take a look at the "Plain Language Pointers" handout. 

Rosenberg: I have and I don't think our views conflict. Why not just legitimize the sub
committees? 

Shea-Abrams: Did you review the issue of the Advisory Board having a Council of Ad
visors? The Board exists by statute, the Council by administrative action. 

Rosenberg: It is, in essence, an advisory body to an advisory body. As a body this Coun
cil cannot give recommendations but they could assist, especially if they were established 
in the charter. 

Bach: There is nothing to prevent the Board from contacting these individuals on 
their own. 

Rosenberg: True, but it doesn't change the nature of the statute; it is not disallowed by 
the FACA statute. 

Craig: Thank you Mr. Rosenberg. 

END OF SESSION 

SESSION #3 MEMBERSHIP AND SELECTION PROCEDURES 

Mr. Craig stated that the next panel will consider the following questions: What is the 
ideal size of the Board? Should it be bigger, should it be smaller? How should the Board 
members be selected? What procedures should be used to compile a pool of can
didates for membership? What are the membership qualifications that seem ap
propriate for Board members? 

Laura Beaty: My position on this panel will be to support the use of private citizens. In 
1981, NPCA began seeking ways to support cultural resources. We formed a volunteer 
council called the Mid-Atlantic Council which was designed to support cultural 
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resources in the Mid-Atlantic region. The Mid-Atlantic region was selected because 
geographically, it was a small area with many cultural resources in it. 

The question arose, how should the Council members be selected? The answer became 
very simple. Let the superintendents select those members who have demonstrated an ac
tive interest in their own parks. The superintendent must be able to work with the Coun
cil member. The selectee also should have a demonstrated interest of park activities and 
be able to attend the meetings which are held twice a year. Finally, every member 
of the Council must be able and willing to pay their own expenses during a three 
year term. 

The Council has functioned successfully since J 982 and has provided comments to the 
Secretary, Director, Congress and local officials and others concerned about our region's 
natural and cultural resources. Regional Director Jim Coleman has put many good issues 
to the Council for their thoughtful consideration. The Council works largely because 
there is a personal commitment extended from all the members of the Council to make 
it work. 

Based on the experience of the Council, I suggest that the National Park System Ad
visory Board be made up in part by private citizens interested in parks. The Board must 
carry weight with Congress, and it will, provided the members are respected for their 
knowledge of the parks. 

Kathy Shea-Abrams: I will speak on qualifications of members and other issues. I am 
speaking as a former citizen member of the National Park System Advisory Board. I 
found that service on that Board fostered my interest in national parks as later I served 
on NPCA's Board. 

I would assert that the purpose of the m1ss10n of the Advisory Board is to off er in
formed and independent counsel to the Secretary of Interior on matters concerning 
the national park system and the national landmark programs. 

I believe that twelve members is too small a Board in order to have a fully informed 
deliberative body. Keep in mind that a quorum, after all, is seven. But with the Coun
cil twelve, a Board could probably do the job. 

When I served on the Advisory Board, we turned to the Council as the "memory and the 
conscience" of the Advisory Board. It should continue in this role. 

How should board members be selected? The primary criterion should be on a basis 
commitment to the ideal and purposes of the national parks. A secondary considera
tion is to have a balanced representation of technical expertise reflected on the Board as 
well as members with political influence and awareness and there should be citizen rep
resentation as well. 

The Board should function as a "System" board (rather than a "Service" board) and it 
should function at times as the "loyal opposition" to some ideas advanced by the Secretary 
and/or the National Park Service. 
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What procedure should be used to compile a pool of candidates for membership? 
Nominations should come from the Secretary and the Congress. Perhaps the members 
nominated by Congress could be former congressmen---retired members who are 
knowledgeable about park issues and have a intimate working knowledge of how the 
parks operate---a good example would be Senator Bible. 

Regarding membership qualifications, I believe that the pool of candidates should not 
have a financial relationship with the Department of Interior. 

·-, 
Finally, in a political context, I believe there is a general erosion of public con
fidence in government. The National Park Service is not protected from the winds of 
change. It is a reflection of that lack of confidence that leads people to think that 
promises are made and not kept by the government. One role of the Advisory Board can 
play is to bolster that public confidence in government. The Board can point out the 
warts on the nose of the National Park System that are damaging public credibility of 
the Service; it can be in the voice of the loyal opposition. I believe that citizen mem
bers are essential to obtain that objective. 

Eugene Hester: I would like to take a somewhat different approach. Rather than talk 
about the Board and how it should be appointed and so forth, I would like to talk about 
the challenges as I see them on how the Board should interact with professionals. 

I am quite aware that the National Park Service was created to protect the natural 
and cultural resources for the benefit of people. Indeed, we have other respon
sibilities other than historical preservation that goes beyond our park boundaries. I recog
nize the need for a balance of professional and political influence; and I recognize there 
is also a need for what I would call citizen advocacy. I want to assure you that I am not 
talking about the idea of people performing a technical and scientific function for 
the National Park Service, but rather one of looking at the policy of paving the way for 
the future direction of the National Park Service. 

Here are some of the issues. First, I think historically the challenge in the Park Service 
has been to protect land and habitat. Today's challenge goes way beyond that. The fu
ture security of the habitats within those parks is greatly dependent on what happens 
elsewhere. Cases in point, the Everglades National Park and the Grand Canyon, 
where this park is involved in the visibility issue. What happens with regard to adjacent 
land use and pollution outside the park affects the resources inside the park. Those are 
the kinds of issues the Board should address. 

Another kind of issue is ungulate expansion; simply put, there are too many deer. It 
is a problem that is not going away, it has been a problem for a long time and has in
tensified recently. It is intensifying for several reasons: whether on a battlefield or in a 
large or small natural park, ungulates continue to impact resources. 

Another issue is endangered species and restoration, not just in terms of providing 
habitat, but increasingly I think we will be facing the question of the management of 
habitat to preserve endangered species in their natural habitat. We need a lot more in-
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formation about our own resources. And I think it is this type of issue that the 
Board should address: a legislative mandate for research; parks as ecosystems, education
al challenges, global change. In all these issues there are fundamental policy questions. 

I am not suggesting a Board comprise only of technical experts; we have that type of 
expertise in the NPS; we need a Board to challenge decisions and offer subjective ad
vice. 

Craig: Thank you panelists. Comments, reactions, questions? 

Wheeler: Laura, does the Mid-Atlantic Council have an official relationship with the 
Advisory Board or other similar committees around the country? 

Beaty: No, but in some cases members of the Council are also members of park "Friends" 
groups. 

Wheeler: Would there be some natural division of responsibility between your Council 
and the Board? 

Beaty: I think in the past we have communicated with the Board and let them know of 
our existence. Boards like the Mid-Atlantic Council can certainly be of use and assis
tance to the Advisory Board, particularly with respect to regional matters. 

Abrams: I think that the Mid-Atlantic Regional Council is important for that reason. 

Ridenour: I think that one of the points made here is important---that the Board should 
not come to their task with pre-conditions, for example to represent specific special in
terest groups. I've seen it tried both ways and when you have it established in law or 
in the charter that people from specific groups should serve, often I've found they come 
with their minds already madeup before the meeting. That's not always the case, but if 
you name specific groups who will be nominating people for the Board, you can get into 
trouble. 

Whitney: I think that the Director's comments also relate to the appropriateness of using 
consultants, having outsiders on the sub-committee and the ability of the Board to 
respond to fundamental management questions. All of these things raise the question of 
independent professional staff. 

Right now professional staff consists of a halftime employee and a budget of $60,000 a 
year. Part of what Bruce Vento's National Park System Review Board bill seeks to es
tablish is an independent professional staff to provide technical expertise. The Board he 
was proposing to create would be able to independently assess issues and provide infor
mation and guidance. I think this is important. For example, questions could be explored 
such as is the East Mojave an appropriate addition to the Park System? This is a ques
tion that NPS professionals w,;mld be reluctant to discuss frankly with the Board at 
present as there still are intra-departmental conflicts that have not been resolved. In fact, 
with regard to the California Desert issue, the Park Service has made no public position 
known, while we understand there are NPS professionals who share our view on this 
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issue. I think there is a need to have a competent independent staff to provide infor
mation to the Board, even on controversial matters. 

Rogers: We have some real experts in the cultural resources field in the National Park 
Service and I don't have any problem at all with the quality of recommendations 
made by our staff to the Board. For example, there isn't a scholar in the United States 
who could top Ed Bearss on Civil War issues. But we are not so good that our work 
cannot be improved by someone challenging a point. Perhaps we should look at the com
mittee structure in the Board and consider pulling together subcommittees to address 
specific issues that arise. 

Bach: I would say that there is another dimension here and that is whether or not 
the peer review activity is something that can be explored at the Park Service level. 
There is a question of whether or not that's what the Board needs, or rather the or
ganization of the Park Service needs. We should examine whether the NPS needs or 
benefits from a peer review system of some type. 

Utley: From the very beginning, the Park Service's staff were of top quality and I don't 
think there has never been any question about the ability to serve fully the Advisory 
Board's needs. In any event, as far as an independent staff, there simply is not the num
ber of people to do that. Secondly, I spoke this morning about a consulting commit
tee which was a filter for the Director as things find their way up to the Advisory Board. 
The consulting committee was not a subcommittee to the Advisory Board. It was total
ly another Board altogether, however, it made its recommendations to the Advisory 
Board and that's what I think should be reestablished . But it need not be a subcommit
tee of the Advisory Board. 

The question of the quality of appointments is the whole heart of what we are talk
ing about if we are to restore the credibility of the Advisory Board. At least in the 
professional disciplines of which I represent, there is no way you can sit down and ver
balize on paper the qualifications of those people qualified to serve. I guess what it 
comes down to is a sense of responsibility on the part of the appointing authority for 
choosing credible top quality people for these appointments. It should be noted that there 
is a national commission which is dealing with the whole question as it relates to 
presidential appointment process. 

The Secretary of Interior needs to look on these appointments as something serious. 
During my time on the Board, Presidents of both parties had no difficulty in appoint
ing top quality people. They appointed some lemons too but not to the same degree 
as some of the more recent appointments. 

Whitney: I think there is a feeling on Capitol Hill that there is a need for profes
sional staff and you may well find that you do get some additional staff. Let me ask 
you, wh:;it if NPCA and The Wilderness Society released a major report, for example, 
after looking at the NPS budget figures, demonstrating a real need to provide a substan
tial increase in funding in major areas of the NPS budget, that kind of report and 
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the challenge it would present would be important. How would this Board respond to 
that report and who would provide the professional staff support to analyze the data? 

Jervis: There would be a designated lead contact in the NPS and in the Secretary's of
fice, and they would assume that responsibility. 

Whitney: It sounds like you are saying there is no problem. If so, that's fine. 

Cahn: On point five, should the Council be reestablished, you will need some interim 
way to get people on the Council. There are many park advisory boards how could they 
assist the Board and its Council? 

Bach: Here's a good example---the Presidio. The GGNRA and its advisory board is 
looking at the issue from a local perspective; the Secretary's Advisory Board should look 
at the issue from a national perspective. 

Jordan: On the issue Steve raised, I recall we could get the advice of the Service and 
beyond. On the issue· of wolves, for example we sought and got considerable outside help 
and assistance. 

Meacham: At the present time there are eight subcommittees and they report back to 
the parent Board. And there is a NPS technical person assigned to each subcommittee 
for advice. For example, the Landmarks subcommittee has Ed Bearss as the technical 
person and also a liaison from the Secretary's office. We do get plenty of technical ad
vise. We did have two other committees that the present advice said that we could 
not continue and I was pleased to hear that we may be able to reestablish them. The 
point is the Board is not operating in the dark. 

Rogers: In the cultural resources area we would have no problem pulling together 
such a resource committee if it was desired. 

Fowler: I do not question the capability of the professional advice but the question of 
staffing goes back to defining the Board's mission. If the Board is to advise on 
policy, the members need to have the capability to look at items like budget. I pose the 
question about the NPS ability to make budget recommendations based on a particular 
program. 

Whitney: In relation to John's point, the issue is whether there is ongoing staff support 
to look at issues that may run contrary to departmental policy. For example, an alterna
tive to the NPS budget? 

Ridenour: I think what is important here is to remember that the Board serves as an ad
visory board to the Secretary. I see that our people were largely serving as support staff, 
but like any other organization, when the person at the top places emphasis on a cer
tain area, you find the people to do the job. I do think it is important that the Secretary 
have sufficient staff available to work with the Board with the NPS serving in an ad
visory capacity on technical issues. The Secretary needs to have a good sounding board. 
I think Maryanne has been focusing on this by having the Secretary's office play an 
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important role in staffing. It is important that the advice the Secretary gets be inde
pendent. 

Wheeler: Are the procedures for the National Natural Landmark program comparable to 
the National Historical Landmark program? 

Hester: Not entirely and I will address this issue in a later session. The programmatic 
needs of the NNL program are in other areas. I don't think the Board needs to focus on 
the individual NNL nominations. 

Winks: My view is that the Board generally does not need an independent research staff. 
It is not a question of expertise or technical competence, it is a question of the profes
sionalism of the NPS. This could be enhanced by two steps. The Board should have one 
absolutely full-time staff member. People who are half-time in effect have two full-time 
jobs. If there were a full-time staff, the flow of information would be enhanced. In
stead of there being two Board meetings (both of which are field meetings) there should 
be a third meeting in Washington D.C. where they get direct access to staff. 

My second point is that I do not want to see the citizen membership reduced in any 
way. I am both a citizen and a historian. The fact that one is a citizen does not 
mean one doesn't have technical knowledge. When I was on the Board there were three 
mandated slots for individuals with specific technical expertise. I feel there should be a 
twelve person Board with six slots specified. But I would be very reluctant to see all 
twelve specified. What is needed are hard working members on the Board. I serve on a 
Board and we are expected to put in one full day a week to the attention of that Board. 
If so, we don't need elaborate staff support. What I think this Board needs is people who 
will give it that type of time and energy commitment. 

I would agree that a Board of twelve cannot deal with all the issues so that the Coun
cil is absolutely essential. The Council consisted informally of fifteen people. One 
problem when I was on the Board was that the Council became full of people whose 
party was on the outs and as a result the Board and Council became politicized. But I 
think that can be overcome. 1 rhink the committee structure needs the continuity of the 
Council. Twenty-four people can get a lot more done even though the Council 
worked hard and could not vote! The Council was able to travel and spend a great deal 
of time on the issues. It worked very hard to socialize the new board members into 
performing their jobs. 

The Council can help minimize staff support. If you take into consideration the subcom
mittees which should be reestablished, the Council represents expertise that can be 
tapped minimizing the need for additional staff. 

I'm not sure what groups I would want to consult with in coming up with potential 
nominees, however. I think if we ~ere to consult solely with the American Historical 
Association for example, we would come up with people who have little comparative 
sense of past values. I don't think you can ask a professional association to chose a 
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historian to sit on the Board. The sloppy old democratic way is still the best---simp
ly ask around. 

END OF SESSION 

SESSION #4: THE BOARD AND THE NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK 
PROGRAM 

Mr. Craig stated that two participants have been asked to debate the issue, should the 
Advisory Board pass judgement on national landmarks? First, Mr. Burley will present 
the arguments for the Board continuing in this function and then Mr. Jordan will present 
the opposing view. The views expressed are not necessarily reflective of the panelist's 
own personal beliefs. 

Robert Burley: In order to defend my position, I think I should review the process that 
the Board is using at present. The History Areas committee is an established subcom
mittee and does meet about a month before the full Board does. We conduct all meet
ings in the sunshine and public comment is invited. We have the benefit of a variety of 
technical expertise provided by National Park Service historians and others; and we have 
the nominations themselves, theme studies and other documents. All assist us in reach
ing our recommendations. Carolyn Pitts and James Delgado's studies, for example, have 
been very helpful. 

At those meetings of the History Areas committee, we have very good debate and it 
is here that peer review occurs. We take a full day for public comment at those meet
ings and yes, sometimes there is some disagreement. What the History Areas commit
tee has been trying to do is separate the technical issues from the policy issues which 
most certainly do require the review of the full Board. While the committee itself can 
look at certain aspects of each nomination, it is the full Board that must balance the is
sues which ultimately results in a policy recommendation to the Secretary. 

One contribution I made to this process is the use of 35 mm slides in order to help make 
the nomination presentations to the full Board. The Board members must be able to see 
what it is they are being asked to comment on. The slides, when combined with the 
written nomination, en~,bles the Board to have a pretty good understanding of the basic 
facts and issues pertinent to each nomination. 

I think the process is working very well. In the last few meetings we have processed 
a good many nominations. I am not really concerned about the process as we have ex
cellent material to begin with. I don't see us scraping the bottom of the barrel with 
nominations either. Within the committee itself we are generally pretty unanimous in our 
decisions. I don't see why, since the process seems to be working well for the Nation
al Historical Landmarks, why it couldn't work equally well for the National Natural 
Landmarks. I don't think we need a larger Board to do that, though we may need to 
create a new separate committee in order to conduct the technical review. 
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One last point on the aspect of technical review---there are a number of memorandums 
of understanding with various groups (i.e. civil engineering, archeology) to assist the Na
tional Park Service in identifying sites and preparing nominations. I think there are op
portunities to enter into more such memorandums of understanding. 

To summarize, I think we have a process where the NPS professionals do a good job in 
pulling the materials together for each nomination; then we have the History Areas com
mittee review and this serves as a good screening for each nomination, and finally we 
have a full Board review (together with some public comment) and only then are we are -~--, 
able to make a recommendation to the Secretary. The process seems to be working well 
and it could be applied to the National Natural areas as well. 

Daniel Jordan: Because I have been cast in the role of the critic, let me say that 
some of my very best friends are on the Advisory Board (laughter). But it is my 
view that the Advisory Board as presently constituted should not have the role of recom
mending landmark designations, natural or cultural. The final stage of the review process 
is one of quality control. This requires a deliberate and thoughtful measure of each 
nomination against the Secretary's explicit criteria. These recommendations must be 
made, necessarily, on the basis of independent judgment, objective analysis, and profes
sional expertise. 

As constituted in recent years, the Advisory Board has often lacked that capability. It is 
an easy case to make. First, on the content side, many nominations rest on architectural 
history yet there is no architectural historian on the Board, nor has there been one in 
recent memory. Other nominations are archeological; there is an archeologist on the 
board, a specialist in Etruscan archeology with a sub-speciality in ancient China. 
Other nominations are cast in fields which are not represented in the Board's designated 
speciality areas---American history and cultural anthropology, to name but two. 
There is not enough depth and professional credibility in the content areas on the Board. 
All nominations must meet the Secretary's standards, but to many Board members the 
standards are arcane and remote. 

For my second point, consider the practical aspect of the process. The typical Board 
member is already uncertain about content and technical requirements. Next comes 
the practical side. This typical member receives a package in the mail from Ben Levy 
weighing 40-50 pounds of nominations. Buried somewhere inside is the report of the 
Ad-hoc committee or the History Areas committee report (this means that some mem
bers of the Board have gotten together with Park Service staffers who prepared the 
nominations in the first place, and they have agreed upon what should be advanced. The 
analogy is letting students grade their own papers.) To the non-experts on the Board this 
mass of material and technical review is impressive to the point that it is the end of the 
line, and they are prepared to sign off on this stack of nominations. 

Time passes, and the Advisory Board is now in session. The agenda reaches the hour or 
two in the meeting set aside to review the NHL nominations. First, the Park Service 
makes a brief presentation. On this occasion a Civil War site is nominated. Ed Bearss 
storms into the room. He is ready as always and he takes the Board through every hour 
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of the battle: he establishes the field commanders, the division commanders, and then 
perhaps describes a little of the company level action. At each critical point, he 
names the home state of important people, making sure that if there are any Ad
visory Board members from that state, to mention them in a gratuitous fashion (laughter). 
All this is presented without ever referring to a single note to refresh his memory! 
Everybody is mesmerized and convinced that this one battlefield is the greatest thing 
since Waterloo. 

Carolyn Pitts then arrives with a full tray of slides. Structures have been 
photographed in every direction possible. It also is an impressive presentation. Along the 
way there may be some other players, an unhappy property owner, for example, in per
son or perhaps represented by letter or attorney. The American flag is raised high 
and there is talk of property rights, every man's home is his castle, rugged individualism; 
for a lot of Board members this is a hot button. After that kind of argument is made 
in person by the property owner, it is difficult to get the Board to consider the nomina
tion any further. Then there may be a letter from a local official raising the issue of 
local control or state's rights, which contends that the good people of the county are op
posed ... or we may have an Air Force general with all his ribbons come in and tell 
the Board that if this site is designated it will cause trouble for national defense. If the 
individual coming before the Board is a fast-talking lawyer---oh, did he say legal suit? 
---he also may have brought with him an expert witness to contradict everything the 
NPS has said about this particular nomination. 

Through it all, the typical members sits there greatly perplexed and frustrated, with 
practically no institutional memory. There is little sense of what is or isn't a comparable 
property. The result of those content and practical constraints is that the final result of 
the Board's findings is not objective, quality control but a passive, subjective 
response by the Board at large. The final result is not a careful, critical independent 
review by the Board but a nod of acceptance, unless there is a hint of controversy, and 
then it is not a nod but a withdrawal from the playing field. It is for these reasons that 
that the Advisory Board should not have a role in recommending sites cultural or natural. 

Craig: Thank you both for the fine presentations. Any questions or comments? 

Fowler: I think that Dr. Jordan has hit one of the basic points. I have been in the preser
vation business since the., early 1970's, and one of the fundamental keystones of the en
tire program, which I think is sacrosanct, is the notion of the distinction between the 
historical significance and the inherent values of the property and the management prac
tices and values of that property once those values are recognized. The evaluation is 
something that is to be carried out objectively by looking at specific criteria assessing 
significance and integrity. Once that is done, the management interests need be ad
dressed. However, we must realize that they are separate issues. I think we need to keep 
this in mind as we move into the future. We have some major controversies coming up 
with regard to this issue---NASA resources, astronomical resources to name but two and 
I think the fundamental distinction must be maintained. If the Advisory Board is going 
to continue to have a role in this process, it must be done in a way that respects the 
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professional recommendations and the application of objective criteria without introduc
ing the use or ownership issues. 

Utley: I want to support what John said, but first, if I was Ed Bearss supervisor, Ben 
Levy never would be sending 50 pounds of material to the Board members (laughter). I 
also see the need to make a fundamental distinction between the evaluation of nation
al significance and later use of the property. Frankly, the point of the Board is to ad
vise the Secretary of Interior on what is nationally significant. Use, impact on a com
munity, the views of the Air Force or whatever is an independe,vt issue having nothing 
to do with significance. You, the members of the Board, have an obligation to the 
Secretary layed down by statute. You should not back off from a recommendation based 
on the objections of an irate property owner. The distinction between significance 
and management control goes to the heart of the issue. They must be kept separate. 

Hertf elder: First, I'd like to associate myself and the states with John's remarks. We feel 
that separating the evaluation process and management issues is absolutely crucial. But I 
want to go to a related issue---the evaluation of the landmarks against the criteria. 

I would suggest that it is often not so simple as there are other things that do go 
into play and that the Board and the NPS must be careful in terms of the perception of 
what designation means. If you read the information the NPS hands out about the 
program you don't read anything about designation being the first step in the process 
for possible national park designation. Yet that is a strain that has run historically 
through the program. You have genuine confusion as what this NHL designation means. 
And I would suggest the Board be more careful about that perception. 

Peters: With regard to the Board review of potential new park specific proposals, it has 
been pointed out earlier today that the Board has not done a real good job there and 
with the landmarks as you really get into a quagmire. To that extent, I think the Board 
would be well advised to focus on where is the NPS going, on the big policy issues. I 
spent a good deal of time working on the landmark program and there are big issues in 
that program as well. For example, looking at the condition of the existing landmarks 
program in terms of what is already out there. As you know, a good many of landmarks 
are threatened and in poor condition. There is a real issue there, the lack of proper 
stewardship; it is this type of issue that is more worth the time for the Board to ad
dress. 

Rogers: I think it is important for everyone to realize that there are three standards that 
a property must meet before a unit is added to the park system----national significance, 
suitability and feasibility. The landmark program has nothing to do with the later two 
standards. It is by inference that people have made a connection between landmark 
designation and national park designation. For example, last year with a Civil War bat
tlefield (South Mountain) the local landowners objected to NHL designation so the area 
was declared "eligible" for designation rather than being recommended for designa
tion. The local landowners believed that the Federal government was going to buy up 
land. Yet all the press reports quoted people saying they bought this land because 
they liked it the way it is. It is ironic that by their objections to landmark designa-
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tion they refused their best opportunity to preserve the landscape as they wanted it 
preserved. 

Ridenour: That goes back to my point earlier that these programs (both the NNL and 
NHL) generate fear of big government impacting peoples lives. And they do. 

Utley: So far as the issues we are discussing, there is no distinction between "designa
tion" of a landmark and one that is deemed "eligible for designation" in terms of the 
Board's responsibility to the Secretary. With either designation it has now passed all the 
tests of national significance, so they accomplished nothing in making it "eligible"--
it is still nationally significant! The command in Interior tends not to understand that. 

Wheeler: If Clay is correct, what ~ould be lost in the process if the Board was not in
volved? 

Ridenour: I am interested in hearing an answer to that question myself! 

Rogers: My answer would ref er to George Hartzo g's view to solicit the advice of the 
Board on questions where he genuinely wanted the advice of the Board. But in addition, 
I think there is the element of strength gained from an official recommendation. 

Bearss: The Board is important to the staff and the program itself. It enables the profes
sionals to discuss the merits and gives an opportunity for citizens to get involved. 

H. Miller: I think there is a need to go back to the initial statement of relating to con
text and land use decisions based on what is prudent. The listing does give local and 
state officials some guidance in what is important within a particular community. It 
is at that local forum that the issues other than national significance should be addressed. 

Levy: The Board needs to be retained as a body to review NHLs. A reason for that 
is the need to maintain continuity and consistency in review and in applying the 
NHL Survey contextual framework and criteria of national significance. To break that 
record risks changing the fundamentals of the Survey's topical outline. I am con
cerned that some active legislative proposals would negatively alter the role of the Board 
with regard to its traditional review function. 

At one time, it was common for the Board to meet for as much as three days in review-
p,,,. 

ing NHL proposals; the Board then regarded that function as central to its purposes 
as authorized in the Historic Sites Act of 1935. Today, the Board needs to address 
the broader range of preservation issues, as well as the role of NHLs in that expanding 
horizon. There is no question that the Board's interest in NHLs has declined over the 
last decade; that is unfortunate. A recent survey I did demonstrates a consistent fall
ing off of NHL designations to a level of one-half that of thirty years ago. If we are 
to advise Congress, as suggested by Mr. Williams, it is imperative that we complete the 
Survey of National Historic Landmarks. 

Rogers: The issue Clay Peters raised of looking at the bigger preservation programs is 
something the Board has not yet been adequately exposed to. For example, the program 
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of Eric Hertfelder's and the states, touches upon issues the Board has never been 
fully aware of. It's a big subject. 

Neumann: This is the central issue: is the Board a technical body or a policy body? It 
seems to me presently, it is a highbred, trying to do technical studies but it continues 
not to do all that well. For example, just in the field of archeology there are so 
many subfields that no one person, because of the amorphous number of subfields 
can represent all of them. My preference would be to see the Board as a policy body 
with expertise on it and have the NPS enter into more cooperative agreements with out
side professional bodies to help with the landmark program process for evaluation. I 
think this Board may not be the best forum for this process. 

P. Miller: In the recent congressional hearing about labor history earlier in the week, 
there were a number of issues, policy issues that came up relating to the thematic 
framework itself---where unions fitted in for example. Other questions like, should 
theme studies be contracted out, how much money should be spent, are these also policy 
issues? It is these bigger questions about how the national landmarks are evaluated or 
selected that should be addressed by the Board. 

Wheeler: I still don't understand why the National Natural Landmark program is treated 
so differently? 

Hester: One reason is that the designation of a NHL carries a different significance than 
does a National Natural Landmark. For example, with NNLs there is no 106 compliance 
issue. There is also a difference in terms of what people read into it. In my view, if the 
Board were to come involved in the NNL program in terms of policy it should be in 
broad policy role not one of a case-by-case landmark review. 

Craig: Maryanne, in what situations do you see the Secretary asking the Board to 
look only at a few sites? In other words, is there really a need to look at every site? 

Bach: This is an issue that we have not had any internal discussion on. It is conceivable 
we could ask the Board to look at select sites in that the law seems to state that the 
Board should look at such sites, but it is probably desirable to open the process to dis
cussion. Do we want a Board that is a technical review Board, a broad policy board 
or a combination? That is the question that we are asking. 

Rogers: There is no requirement in law to look at every site. 

Spatz: On a philosophical basis we need to consider how can we have a participatory 
process that will allow the public to get involved in a NNL or NHL designation? There 
should be a public forum, and I don't think the Secretary need necessarily provide a 
forum through this Board, but there needs to be some process for public participa
tion. We have that kind of process at the state level with National Register nomina
tions. 

Streeter: The Secretary wants to have the confidence that there has been a fair delibera
tive review by a disinterested body on a particular nomination. This gives him some as-
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surance when making a nomination designation. However, the price you pay is that at 
times, reasons other than historical standards, may be applied. But in most cases the 
nominations are ratified based on an impartial criteria application by a disinterested 
party. 

Shea-Abrams: Two thoughts. First, with regard to Mr. Levy's comments, I don't 
know very many people on the Board today who have the time to take ten to four
teen days to spend on the landmark issues. Second, the purpose of the Board should be 
to provide independent review of broad policy issues, second to provide a political buff
er for the Secretary's decisions. Third, I would suggest that you be selective on the 
review of landmarks and concentrate on broad issues relating to Landmarks, preserva
tion in general and questions of value. In the landmark program there are omissions and 
we should look at these as well as gaps in the way we interpret these sites---for ex
ample Alcatraz, where we poorly interpret the penal story. Look at what are the 
tough issues, the broad policy issues. 

Longsworth: I'd like to follow-up on what Jerry said. Since the Historic Sites Act 
was passed establishing this Board, there has been the development of the state preser
vation programs. I see the need to have the buck stop somewhere in terms of techni
cal review. But there is also the need to filter up and down at a variety of levels in the 
government with regard to landmarks, this is not happening now. For example, we have 
been looking at more protection of landmarks, and as soon as you do that you find that 
the issue of identification requires public involvement and professional involvement at a 
variety of levels. 

Rogers: I have never disagreed with Nellie in getting more people involved in the 
process. 

SESSION #5 MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES 

Mr. Craig: This last session is designed to deal with whatever issues we identified in the 
morning that we didn't get to during the course of the discussions so far today. What 
issues do you feel we need to address? 

P. Miller: How is the agenda for the Board meeting made up? 

Meacham: We ask the members what topics they are interested in and that is passed onto 
the Park Service staff members. Dave Jervis gets the list of these things. In addition, we 
try to find out where are some particular areas that are troubling in the System and we 
try to visit those places and dovetail topics relating to that area. Then there are 
topics that the Secretary of the Interior is particularly interested in and we get questions 
and suggestions from him---in essence a "charge" letter. This is where the agenda comes 
from. Once we have the Board agenda, the NPS then tailors it to our meeting agenda. 

Bach: There tends to be specific topics that always show up on the agenda. For example, 
the Director of the Park Service and the Secretary, legislative affairs, and the reports of 
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the various committees---all are accounted for on the agenda. As the Chairman said, if 
there are particular topics that deserve special attention, they are placed on the agen
da as well. 

Utley: There has been some talk about having this Board develop a stronger formalized 
relationship with Congress. I feel that if this was to take place and if the Board gained 
an independent reporting relationship with Congress, the historic tie of the Board being 
the "Secretary's Board" would be impaired. 

,, 
Craig: One of the suggestions was that the Board could submit an annual report to Con
gress. Are there any thoughts on that proposal? 

Utley: Anything going to Congress that the Secretary doesn't agree with will hamper the 
relationship. 

Streeter: I think we would end up spending a lot of time and money on reports. 

Meacham: I think if the Board reported to Congress and not the Secretary it would 
be a very short time before the Board would become a tool of various interest groups 
and policy would be based on who lobbies the hardest. 

Craig: Maybe there is a structural problem here, not in terms of the way the Board 
is made up or who it reports to, but as Torn Williams has said, Congress doesn't even 
know what this Board does, so perhaps we have an educational problem, where the Board 
needs to communicate more effectively with various bodies such as Congress. 

Bach: Again, lets get back to the original purpose of the Board. If the Board is to have 
any degree of confidentiality to the Secretary, it must be his Board---that is what is 
treasured here, that relationship. Where the frustration comes in is a slippage in the 
relationship. Congress has a large breadth of opportunities for its own input; but it would 
be very difficult to be advisory to two bodies. You run the risk of diluting the purpose 
for which advice is being sought. You would put the Board in a very uncomfortable 
position. 

Dickenson: I was just muttering to myself, one cannot serve two masters. 

Craig: Does that suggest that there may be an advantage to having an advisory Board to 
the Secretary and a separate advisory board to Congress? 

Dickenson: It seems to me Congress has ample resources and advice at its hand. 

Whitney: I think that Ms. Bach's point is well taken, but I still think there is the desire 
of Congress to have more information than the computers of the Park Service. I realize 
there is a fresh breeze in the department, but in prior years, Congress had a heck of a 
time getting information on the true needs of the NPS---how much money is needed 
for example to preserve historic structures. Now one way they got it was brown 
paper wrapped packages from NPS employees delivered to environmental groups and we 
just brought the information to the Hill. But I don't think that is efficient. By 
making the recommendation that this Advisory Board not assume that role does not 
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lesson the reality though that the problem of information to Congress remains. And I 
think some thought needs to be given to finding a solution to that problem. I don't have 
the answer, but I think Congress is looking for some mechanism for better informa
tion sharing. And I think they are frustrated over the last eight years in not getting that 
information and they wanted to solve problems. 

Cahn: Before we adjourn, we should address the issue as to whether or not the Coun
cil should be reestablished. I asked Robin Winks just before he left about this and he 
felt there were enough people on the cultural and historic side to pull together a Coun
cil, but perhaps not a pool of candidates on the natural side to address the natural 
resource issues. He felt maybe there is another way to appoint people who were not on 
the Council as an interim solution. 

Dickenson: The decision to abolish the Council came after two weeks of discussions and 
two long meetings. There was a schism between the ins and the outs. We should keep in 
mind that the decision to abolish the Council was strictly a decision of the Secretary; he 
can reestablish the Council if he so desires. With regard to the issue Bob Cahn raised, 
the expertise and the quality of the advise must be high. I hope that those representing 
the Secretary here today can take that message back. 

Bach: Like the 50 pounds of nominations described earlier, I'm taking back a lot on in
formation and ideas, many of which warrant further discussion within the depart
ment. 

Harmon: Is the Council funded like the Board? 

Dickenson: At one time the Board and Council was funded at about $100,000 and 
now it is about $60,000 I believe. The difference of the two figures was money spent 
on committee activities, not the Council. 

It seems to me the major value this Board can make is in the area of management policy, 
(overuse of parks, fees etc.) looking at alternative strategies to address these type of is
sues. Professional recommendations, reviewed and evaluated by a Board and passed 
judgement pro or con. At the same time I don't think the Board lives up to its poten
tial in looking at the managerial policies that flow from the operational problems within 
the Service. 

Rogers: Maryanne can take that issue back to the Secretary as to the collective view of 
this group in reviving the Council, but our Solicitor still has a contrary view on the role 
of advice being rendered outside of the framework of the entire Board. That may be an 
issue worth looking at in terms of a legislative fix. 

Jervis: It is encouraging to hear all of you talking about these issues. 

Meacham: I've been listening and taking some notes. I think discussions like this are very 
worthwhile as points are on the table that should have been a long time ago. We are 
a government of, by and for the people. We are efficient and effective and I think our 
form of government is better than anything else. We are addressing some of our 
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government's failings here, and we are observing those failings of other governments so 
maybe we are not so bad after all. Being the type of government we are, hearing 
everyones views and struggling a bit. With regard to the Park Service, an independent 
voice is needed, independent judgements need to be made and this process is needed. 

Comments were made regarding the relationship of the Secretary to Congress. I don't 
think we have a need for a separate Board to advise Congress. I think any kind of direct 
report to the Board, circumventing the Secretary is a real serious mistake---it must 
go through the Secretary and as long as the charter is written tlii:lt way, however, I have 
no problem with a report to Congress. 

What are the real problems? I think the present Secretary is interested in these problems. 
But we should keep in mind there is nothing wrong with shaking hands and admit
ting we disagree on certain issues. When change comes it is beneficial to the process to 
have disagreement. 

Wheeler: One issue -that we should discuss is the relationship of the Board to the Na
tional Park Foundation, in terms of fundraising. Before we restructure this whole 
mechanism it may be worth looking at this issue. 

Jervis: The Foundation accepts donations for the Service, but this Board advises on 
policy. Do you see an area of overlap? 

Wheeler: They are both creatures of Congress and m terms of what citizens can do to 
support the Service there indeed is a connection. 

Dickenson: The purposes of each are entirely different. I think it would be a mistake to 
give this Board a "fundraising function". The Foundation focuses on this activity ex
clusively, as it rightfully should. The Board should be the place to discuss policy issues, 
including those relating to fundraising and privatization. 

Craig: Wrapping things up, I think we have accomplished much here today. To let 
you know what the next step is, we will be putting together some Proceedings of this 
symposium and will give you the opportunity to review your comments and then we will 
print and distribute the corrected copy. 

I would like to express my thanks to both the National Park Service and the Secretary's 
Office for their active participation in this symposium. It is indeed wonderful to see the 
participation here today of two members of the Secretary's staff---it illustrates the 
strong support this Secretary has for the Advisory Board and seeing it continue to work. 
Also the degree of interaction by the staff of National Park Service officials is indica
tive again of the degree of openness that exists in the Administration, where professional 
staff people can come here and express their personal opinions on the issues we have 
been discussing without having to worry about whether or not those views are those of
ficial views of the Administration. The sharing of information has been worthwhile. 
Thank you all for coming. 

END OF SYMPOSIUM 
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